Neural network pairwise interaction fields for protein model quality assessment and ab initio protein folding.
In order to use a predicted protein structure one needs to know how good it is, as the utility of a model depends on its quality. To this aim, many Model Quality Assessment Programs (MQAP) have been developed over the last decade, with MQAP also being assessed at the CASP competition. We present a new knowledge-based MQAP which evaluates single protein structure models. We use a tree representation of the Cα trace to train a novel Neural Network Pairwise Interaction Field (NN-PIF) to predict the global quality of a model. NN-PIF allows fast evaluation of multiple structure models for a single sequence. In our tests on a large set of structures, our networks outperform most other methods based on different and more complex protein structure representations in global model quality prediction. Moreover, given NN-PIF can evaluate protein conformations very fast, we train a separate version of the model to gauge its ability to fold protein structures ab initio. We show that the resulting system, which relies only on basic information about the sequence and the Cα trace of a conformation, generally improves the quality of the structures it is presented with and may yield promising predictions in the absence of structural templates, although more research is required to harness the full potential of the model.